COCHRAN

Casual Elegance for
Multiple Settings and Scales
The Cochran group is simply elegant outdoor furniture
designed by award-winning landscape architect Andrea
Cochran for the way we live and play today. Whether
sitting on the terrace with a laptop or lounging at a
resort with friends, these subtly sculpted cast aluminum
pieces feel as good as they look. The design is clean,
refined and, like Cochran’s landscape architecture,
both contemporary and timeless. Mesh seats morph
with the light from opaque to nearly translucent.
Polished MeldStone™ tabletops provide solid surfaces
and a counterpoint in texture. Part of Landscape Forms’
Terrace Life furniture for sophisticated, high-value
outdoor spaces, Cochran is commercial furniture so
elegant you’ll want to take it home.

Cochran elements are engineered for portability and
service in today’s active commercial environments.
The Cochran lounge and chair with arms have
continuous-loop cast frames secured to a cast aluminum
rail that stretches and holds the mesh seating fabric.
The chair is wider than typical, so it feels generous and
expansive. A bar along the back of the lounge makes
it easy to move. The complementary 24” Cochran table
with legs can be used singly or grouped effectively
to create sociable settings. A ¼” reveal between the
structural frame and fabric rail on the seating is repeated
between the frame and top of the table, lending all pieces
a “floating” quality. Replaceable seating fabric is Phifertex®
Plus, a nylon weave with strength, color, stain and mildew
resistance, and UV protection. Tabletops are Landscape
Forms’ proprietary MeldStone™ ultra high-performance
concrete. Cochran achieves exquisite form and detail
stripped of unnecessary noise. These elements quietly
take their place in the landscape to support the main
event – experiencing the outdoors.
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